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ABSTRACT

Cross-Technology Communication (CTC) is an emerging technique

that enables direct communication across different wireless tech-

nologies. Recent works achieve physical-level CTC by emulating

the standard time-domain waveform of the receiver. This method

faces the challenges of inherent unreliability due to the imperfect

emulation. Different from analog emulation, we propose a novel

concept named digital emulation, which stems from the following

insight: The receiver relies on the phase shift to decode symbols

rather than the shape of analog time-domain waveform. There are

lots of phase sequences which satisfy the requirement of phase shift.

The distortions of these phase sequences after WiFi emulation are

different. We have the opportunity to select an appropriate phase

sequence with the relatively small emulation errors to achieve a

reliable CTC. The key point of digital emulation is generic and

applicable to a set of CTCs, where the transmitter has a wider

bandwidth for emulation and the receiver decoding is based on the

phase shift. In this paper, we implement our proposal as WIDE,

a physical-level CTC via digital emulation from WiFi to ZigBee.

We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance

of WIDE. The results show that WIDE significantly improves the

Packet Reception Ratio (PRR) from 41.7% to 86.2%, which is 2× of

WEBee’s, an existing representative physical-level CTC.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of Internet of Things (IoT) applications brings

about the increasingly dense deployments of various wireless de-

vices [17, 24, 25, 27, 39, 40], which causes a more serious coexistence

of heterogeneous wireless technologies [9, 26, 28, 30, 42]. Under
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such circumstances, cross-technology communication (CTC) is an

emerging technique to enable direct communication among devices

that follow different communication standards [10, 29, 32, 43]. With

CTC, the heterogeneous wireless devices can build a new communi-

cation channel to coordinate with each other, so that wireless inter-

ference and collisions will be appropriately handled [2, 20, 36, 37].

CTC not only provides a newway to manage wireless networks, but

also enhances the ability of in-situ data exchange for emerging IoT

applications (e.g. industrial surveillance and smart home), where

seamless data collection and interoperation are desired [1, 4, 30, 35].

In addition, compared with traditional gateways, CTC avoids the

hardware cost and deployment complexity [14, 19, 34].

Early CTC works establish communication channels based on

the packet-level, which manipulate transmitted packets and use the

packet length [38], the received signal strength [3, 13, 33, 41], or

the transmission timings [16, 18] as the information carrier. Recent

works propose physical-level CTC. WEBee [21] uses the high-speed

WiFi radio to emulate the standard half sine waveform of the low-

speed ZigBee radio by carefully selecting the payload of the WiFi

packet. BlueBee [23] modifies the payload of BLE to emulate the

signal of ZigBee. XBee [15] realizes CTC from ZigBee to BLE based

on cross-demapping, which decodes the ZigBee packet by observing

the bit patterns obtained at the BLE receiver.

Almost all existing physical-level CTCs are realized by analog em-

ulation method, namely that the sender emulates the standard time-

domain waveform of the receiver. Whereas, the analog emulation-

based CTCs may not be suitable for applications that requires high

reliability (e.g. data dissemination and reliable network flooding)

due to the limited Packet Reception Ratio (PRR). This is because the

analog emulated signal cannot perfectly match the desired signal.

The protocol standard of the sender is different from that of the re-

ceiver and the hardware restrictions also affect the emulation result.

So there are inevitable distortions between the desired waveform

and the emulated waveform. To realize high reliability in the practi-

cal applications, the emulated packets have to be retransmitted. As

a result, the efficiency and throughput of analog emulation-based

CTC degrade.

We find that the decoding of the ZigBee receiver doesn’t rely

on the specific shape of the time-domain waveform. Intrinsically,

the ZigBee receiver decodes data based on the binary phase shift

between the sampling points. As a result, in addition to the standard

half sine waveform, other types of waveforms can also be properly

decoded as long as the phase shift sequences generated by these

waveforms satisfy the requirement of the binary phase shift se-

quence at the receiver. Therefore, different from analog emulation,

we propose a novel concept Digital Emulation for physical-level

CTC. Instead of emulating the standard time-domain waveform of

the receiver, we directly emulate the phase shift. There are lots of

phase sequences whose phase shift sequences satisfy the require-

ment of the receiver for correct decoding. These phase sequences
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can be emulated by constructing different payloads of the sender

and the emulation errors of these phase sequences are different.

Therefore, we have the opportunity to select an appropriate phase

sequence with relatively small emulation errors to achieve a reliable

CTC.

The concept of digital emulation is generic and applicable to

a set of CTCs, where the transmitter has a wider bandwidth for

emulation and the receiver decoding is based on the phase shift.

In this paper, we implement our proposal as WIDE, a physical-

level CTC via digital emulation from WiFi to ZigBee. Instead of

emulating the standard half sine waveform of ZigBee, WIDE selects

an appropriate phase sequence to emulate the phase shift sequence

directly, which makes the decoded binary phase shift sequence at

the ZigBee receiver more accurate and robust.

Specifically, we first select the square wave as a basic unit to

generate a set of ladder shaped phase sequences. The correspond-

ing phase shift sequence of the ladder shaped phase sequence is

stable within a demodulation period and satisfies the requirement

of a ZigBee symbol. WiFi modifies the content of the payload to

accomplish the process of emulation [21], which makes the phase

shift of the payload resembles that of the desired phase shift. Then

we adopt a greedy algorithm to generate the initial phase sequence.

In addition, we analyze the errors caused by Cyclic Prefix (CP)

during the WiFi emulation and propose an algorithm named Sec-

ondary Adjustment based on FEedback (SAFE) to further optimize

the phase sequence. In this way, we can get the appropriate phase

sequence for phase shift emulation. The ZigBee packet reception

ratio of WIDE can be improved from 41.7% to 86.2%, which is 2× of

WEBee’s, an representative physical-level CTC. Our contributions

are summarized as follows.

• We propose a novel concept, digital emulation, for physical-

level CTC. Instead of emulating the standard time-domain

waveform of the receiver, we select an appropriate phase

sequence to emulate the phase shift of the receiver directly.

Without modifying the firmware or hardware of both WiFi

and ZigBee devices, WEBee is a transparent design that can

be easily deployed in existing WiFi infrastructure with broad

applicability. The method of digital emulation is generic and

applicable to a set of CTCs, where the transmitter has a wider

bandwidth for emulation and the receiver decoding is based

on the phase shift.

• We design WIDE, a physical-level CTC via digital emulation

fromWiFi to ZigBee. InWIDE, we address several challenges,

including the phase sequence generation and the phase se-

quence optimization, to select an appropriate phase sequence

for phase shift emulation.

• We implement WIDE on both the USRP N210 platform and

the commodity device. The experimental results demonstrate

that WIDE achieves high reliable CTC from WiFi to ZigBee.

WIDE improves the Packet Reception Ratio (PRR) of ZigBee

packets from 41.7% to 86.2%, which is 2× of WEBee’s, an

existing representative physical-level CTC.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses

related works. Section 3 compares the analog emulation and the

digital emulation. We elaborate on our design in Section 4. Section

5 presents the evaluation results. We conclude this work in Section

6.

2 RELATEDWORKS

The incompatibility between technologies and the asymmetry of

device capacity are the two major challenges of CTC. According to

the method to cope with the challenges, we can classify the existing

works into two categories: packet-level CTC and physical-level

CTC.

Packet-level CTC. By manipulating the packets as information

carrier, packet-level CTC builds an accessible side channel for CTC,

such as the received signal strength [3, 13, 33, 41], the packet length

[38], the transmission timings [16, 18], and the channel state in-

formation [7, 11]. FreeBee [18] embeds symbols into beacons by

shifting their transmission timings. The date rate of FreeBee is

limited by the beacon rate which is usually 102.4ms per beacon

for commercial WiFi devices, however. Other works propose the

energy profile as a new information carrier to exchange the data

without a gateway. Esense [3] is the first work that uses energy

sampling realizing data transmission from the WiFi to the ZigBee

device. It aims at building an alphabet of implicit data using the

packet duration information. Since the communication channel is

intrinsically noisy, it is not a trivial to reduce the harmful impact

of noise. The impact of noise on CTC throughput is analyzed in

WiZig [13], which adjusts the transmission power to encode mul-

tiple bits. StripComm [41] is a novel interference resilient CTC

tailored to the coexisting environment. StripComm leverages the

idea of Manchester Coding and proposes a novel interference-aware

coding mechanism. HoWiEs [38] controls the WiFi packet length

and encode bits by the length of packet on-air time. C-Morse [33]

uses the combination of the short WiFi packets and the long WiFi

packets with short intervals to construct the recognizable energy

patterns at the ZigBee receiver. EMF [6] leverages the independency

among different window sizes for embedding different pieces of

information in a string of existing packets. B2W2 [7] and ZigFi [11]

exploit the feature of Channel State Information (CSI) to realize

communication from BLE to WiFi and ZigBee to WiFi respectively.

The throughput of packet-level CTC, however, is bounded by the

granularity of packet manipulation, which is at the magnitude of

millisecond.

Physical-level CTC. Physical-level CTC aims at creating com-

pliance across technologies and building the CTC channel right

at the physical layer [19, 31]. WEBee [21] proposes physical-level

emulation, which uses the high-speed WiFi radio to emulate the

standard ZigBee time-domain signals of the low-speed ZigBee ra-

dio. Specifically, WEBee chooses the payload of a WiFi frame so

that a portion of this WiFi frame is recognized by commodity Zig-

Bee devices transparently as a legitimate ZigBee frame. In order

to improve the reliability of WEBee, TwinBee [5] proposes a chip-

combining coding scheme to recover chip errors introduced by

imperfect signal emulation. LongBee [22] is another improved CTC

work of WEBee, which extends the communication range of CTC to

support long-range IoT applications. In terms of signal emulation,

LongBee works similar to WEBee. Moreover, LongBee combines

the high transmission power of WiFi and the fine receiving sen-

sitivity of ZigBee together to increase the CTC communication
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Figure 1: The workflow of analog emulation

range significantly. LEGO-Fi [12] achieves physical-level CTC from

ZigBee to WiFi by leveraging cross-demapping, which stems two

key technique insights. First, a ZigBee packet leaves distinguishable

features when passing the WiFi modules. Second, compared to Zig-

Bee’s simple encoding and modulation schemes, the rich processing

capacity of WiFi offers extra flexibility to process a ZigBee packet.

PMC [8] enables parallel communication to multiple ZigBee and

WiFi devices. BlueBee [23] modifies the payload of BLE to emulate

the signal of ZigBee. XBee [15] realizes CTC from ZigBee to BLE

based on cross-decoding, which decodes a ZigBee packet by ob-

serving the bit patterns obtained at the BLE receiver. Scylla [14]

is a software control CTC which allows multiple wireless stacks

to coexist on top of a single radio chip, thereby simultaneously

offering multiple communication interfaces.

Almost all existing physical-level CTCs are based on the analog

emulation, where the sender emulates the standard time-domain

waveform of the receiver. Due to the incompatibility of different

protocol standards and the hardware restrictions, the analog emu-

lated signal can not perfectly match the desired waveform, which

results in low PRR. The limited reliability may restrict its wider

applications. In this paper, we propose a physical-level CTC via

digital emulation, where the sender emulates the phase shift of the

receiver directly. There are lots of phase sequences which satisfy

the requirement of phase shift. We have the opportunity to select

an appropriate phase sequence with the relatively small emulation

errors to achieve a reliable CTC. We compare the analog emulation

and the digital emulation in the following section.

3 ANALOG EMULATION VS. DIGITAL
EMULATION

In this Section, we compare the analog emulation and the digi-

tal emulation. We introduce the workflow and limitation of the

physical-level CTC via analog emulation. We further introduce

the motivation and benefit of the physical-level CTC via digital

emulation.

3.1 Analog Emulation

3.1.1 The workflow of analog emulation. In order to achieve the

physical-level CTC via analog emulation, the payload of a WiFi

frame is elaborately selected to construct a legitimate ZigBee frame

via emulating the ZigBee standard half sine waveform closely. A Zig-

Bee symbol with 16μs has to be segmented and each 4μs-segment

is emulated by a WiFi symbol. The process of analog emulation

is shown in Fig .1. The desired ZigBee signal is fed into the FFT

segment

CP errors
QAM 
errors

segment

CP errors
QAM 
errors

Figure 2: Desired and emulated signals via analog emulation
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Figure 3: The comparison of analog emulation and digital

emulation

module and we select the nearest QAM constellation points to con-

struct the payload and emulate the ZigBee signal. After selecting

the payload, the process of WiFi transmission is a reverse direction.

The WiFi sender adds the cyclic prefixing (CP) to the time-domain

signal and then sends it by using the RF radio, just like sending the

normal WiFi signal. The entire procedure is transparent to the hard-

ware layer of WiFi device and all of the modification is conducted

on the software layer.

3.1.2 The limitation of analog emulation. Due to the incompatibil-

ity of different protocol standards and the hardware restrictions, the

analog emulated signal cannot perfectly match the desired signal.

The analog emulation result of ZigBee symbol “0” is shown in Fig.

2. We can find that the emulated signals have distortion compared

with the standard ZigBee half sine signals. As for analog emulation,

there are mainly two types of intrinsic errors.

QAM emulation errors. QAM emulation is the core of analog

emulation, where the standard ZigBee time-domain signals are fed

into the FFT of WiFi to find the corresponding QAM constellation

points. WiFi’s predefined QAM points are limited and discrete,

so time-domain signals of ZigBee may not be perfectly mapped

to these QAM points predefined by WiFi. In addition, WiFi has

64 subcarriers and there are only seven subcarriers overlapping

with ZigBee. As a result, only seven nearest QAM points with
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Figure 4: The emulation result of the

standard half sine wave
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Figure 5: The emulation result of a lad-

der shaped waveform

(a) Ladder shaped waveform X1

(b) Desired and emulated phase of  X1

(c) Desired and emulated binary phase shift of  X1
(4 errors)

Error 
Region

Figure 6: The emulation result of an-

other ladder shaped waveform

the minimum Euclid Distance to the FFT coefficients are selected

to emulate the standard ZigBee time-domain signals. When the

ZigBee receiver demodulates the emulated signal, quantization

errors cannot be avoided.

CP errors. Another source of emulation errors comes from the

WiFi’s cyclic prefixing (CP). CP is a 0.8us guard interval in each

WiFi symbol, which is copied from the rightWiFi symbol and pasted

into the left of this symbol. In this way, the front segment of WiFi

signals is same with the end segment of WiFi signals. Whereas,

there is no such repetition in ZigBee signals. As a result, the CP

errors of emulated signals are also out of the control. Furthermore,

the desired signals are predefined and fixed. So the above analog

emulation errors are inevitable.

3.2 Digital Emulation

3.2.1 The feasibility of digital emulation. We find that the decoding

of the ZigBee receiver doesn’t directly rely on the specific shape

of waveform. Intrinsically, ZigBee uses phase shift to modulate

symbols. ZigBee outputs “1” if the phase shift is bigger than 0° and

otherwise outputs “0”. After collecting 32 binary phase shifts, the

ZigBee receiver maps this binary phase shift sequence into a 4-bit

symbol, according to DSSS process.

Based on the finding that the receiver decoding is based on the

phase shift, we propose digital emulation, where the sender directly

produces proper sequence of phase shift for emulation. As shown

in Fig. 3, there are lots of phase sequences which satisfy the require-

ment of binary phase shift sequence of ZigBee. Different phase

sequences correspond to different waveforms. WiFi can construct

different payload to emulate these waveforms. So in addition to

the standard ZigBee half sine waveform, other types of waveforms

can also be correctly decoded as long as these waveforms have the

same binary phase shift sequences.

We conduct several experiments to verify the feasibility of digital

emulation. The standard half sine waveform of ZigBee symbol

“F” is shown in Fig. 4(a). The emulated phase sequence and the

binary phase shift sequence are shown in Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c)

respectively. Due to the emulation distortion, except the first and

the last, there are 6 wrong binary phase shift values. Another ladder

shaped waveform is shown in Fig. 5(a). Its corresponding desired

phase sequence and emulated phase sequence are shown in Fig. 5(b).

The decoded binary phase shift sequence is shown in Fig. 5(c). We

find that there are only 2 wrong bits, which can be easily mapped

to the ZigBee symbol “F” according to DSSS.

3.2.2 The flexibility and challenges of digital emulation. Compared

with analog emulation, digital emulation is more flexible and ro-

bust. The phase sequence with desirable phase shift sequence is

not unique. Although the binary phase shift sequence of a ZigBee

symbol is predefined and fixed, there are lots of phase sequences

which satisfy the requirement of the binary phase shift sequence.

Different phase sequences correspond to different time-domain

waveforms. The performance of WiFi to emulate different phase

sequence based on QAM emulation is different. Therefore, we have

the opportunity to reduce the QAM errors and CP errors of WiFi

emulation by selecting an appropriate phase sequence. But the se-

lection of an appropriate phase sequence is challenging. Not all

phase sequences that satisfy the binary phase shift requirement will

have a better emulation result. Another ladder shaped waveform

is shown in Fig. 6(a). Its phase sequence and decoding result are

shown in Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c) respectively. There are 4 wrong

binary phase shift values except the first and the last. So how to

select an appropriate phase sequence for WiFi emulation remains a

challenging task and needs further study.

4 DESIGN

In this section, we will first present an overview of WIDE and then

introduce the design details.

4.1 Overview

The framework of WIDE is shown in Fig. 7 and the workflow of

WIDE is as follows.

(i) Phase sequence generation: First, WIDE selects the square

wave as a basic unit to generate a set of ladder shaped phase se-

quences, which satisfy the binary phase shift requirement. We
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Figure 7: The framework of WIDE

propose the metric Statistical Hamming Distance (SHD) to quantify

the degree of distortion between the desired phase sequence and

the emulated phase sequence. Then we adopt a greedy algorithm

to generate an initial phase sequence for phase shift emulation.

(ii) Phase sequence optimization: We analyze the CP errors

after WiFi emulation and alleviate the CP errors by slightly ad-

justing the phase at some specific positions. Furthermore, WIDE

proposes an algorithm named Secondary Adjustment based on

FEedback (SAFE), which adjusts the phase sequence again accord-

ing to the feedback result of WiFi emulation. In this way, we get an

appropriate phase sequence for WiFi emulation.

(iii) Phase sequence emulation: The phase sequence corre-

sponds to a desired waveform. The desired waveform is fed into the

FFT module and we select the nearest QAM constellation points

to construct the WiFi payload and emulate the desired waveform.

After emulation, the phase sequence of WiFi payload resembles to

desired phase sequence. WiFi header, preamble, and tail are ignored

by the ZigBee receiver. Then the WiFi payload can be considered

as a legitimate ZigBee frame and ZigBee symbols can be decoded

successfully.

Therefore, the key point of the digital emulation is the selection

of the appropriate phase sequence. Among 16 ZigBee symbols, each

of them corresponds to a binary phase shift sequence. We need to

select 16 appropriate phase sequences to realize the digital emula-

tion for ZigBee symbols. We operate the process of selecting phase

sequence locally and then get a mapping table from symbol to phase

sequence. This mapping table can be loaded on the WiFi device

prior to running WIDE so that the WiFi device is able to emulate

these phase sequences by elaborately construct the payload. We in-

troduce the design techniques, including phase sequence generation

and phase sequence optimization more clearly as follows.

4.2 Phase Sequence Generation

4.2.1 Waveform unit. First, we need to select an wave as a basic

unit to generate the phase sequence which satisfied the phase shift

requirement of the receiver. Specifically, each ZigBee symbol cor-

responds to a 32-bit binary phase shift sequence and the ZigBee

receiver demodulates the phase shift every 0.5μs . If the binary phase

T1 T2 T3 T4

0

1
23

I

Q
I

Q

6

T1 T2 T3 T4

0.5us

0

(a) Phase (b) Wave (c) Phase shift
1 2

21
6

Figure 8: The basic idea of WIDE

2M2M 2M2M

(a) Half sine waveform (b) Ladder shaped waveform

Figure 9: The FFT results of half sine waveform and ladder

shaped waveform

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9
1 n

Desired PhaseDesired PhaseEmulated PhaseEmulated Phase Desired PhaseEmulated Phase

Figure 10: The illustration of SHD

shift is 1, the phase within two demodulation periods needs to in-

crease and vice versa. For example, we vary the phase from 0 to

− π
6 within T1 − T3 as shown in Fig. 8(a) and itąŕs corresponding

time-domain waveform is shown in Fig. 8(b). There are two samples

at τ1 and τ2, which satisfy that T1 ≤ τ1 ≤ T2, T2 ≤ τ2 ≤ T3, and
τ2 − τ1 = 0.5μs . The phase shift between these two samples is − π

6 ,

which is lower than 0° and the corresponding binary phase shift is

0, as shown in Fig. 8(c).

In order to guarantee the phase shift within a demodulation

period is stable, we select the square wave as a basic unit to gen-

erate the phase sequence and the corresponding waveform. The

frequency component required for emulating the square wave is

higher than the sine wave, however, this problem is not difficult to

handle. What we need to emulate is a ladder shaped waveform as

shown in Fig. 9(b), as the binary phase shift sequence is composed

of many consecutive “0” or “1”. From the FFT results of the standard

half sine waveform and the ladder shaped waveform, we can find

that the frequency components of the ladder shaped waveform are

also concentrated in 2M. Therefore, it is feasible to emulate the

ladder shaped waveform with the limited number of subcarriers

within 2M bandwidth at the WiFi sender.
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4.2.2 SHD Metric. ZigBee decodes its bits based on binary phase

shift sequence of the signal waveform. Digital emulation aims at

choosing an appropriate phase sequence to make the decoded bi-

nary phase shift sequence of ZigBee after WiFi emulation more

accurate and robust. Whereas, due to the limited availability of

subcarriers, QAM quantization errors, and the impact of CP, there

are inevitable distortion between the desired waveform and the

emulated waveform. To quantify the degree of distortion helps us

optimize the phase sequence and reduce the emulation errors.

As shown in Fig. 10, the desired phase sequence and the emulated

phase sequence are separately shown by the gray line and the blue

line. The hamming distance between the decoded binary phase

shift sequence and the predefined binary phase shift sequence can

be used to characterize the distortion between the emulated phase

sequence and the desired phase sequence.

Whereas, the hamming distance changes with the variation of

the position of the first sample. The demodulation period of the

binary phase shift is 0.5μs . The ZigBee receiver can decode different
binary phase shift sequences when the first sample starts at different

positions. As a result, we propose Statistical Hamming Distance

(SHD) to quantify the degree of distortion between the desired

phase sequence and the emulated phase sequence. SHD is used

as an objective function to select a phase sequence with minimal

emulation errors regardless of the sampling positions. The start

position of the sampling obeys uniform distribution.We suppose the

start position of sampling can be τ1,τ2, ...,τn and the corresponding

hamming distance is H1,H2, ..,Hn . SHD is defined as

SHD =
1

n
(H1 + H2 + ... + Hn ) (1)

The larger n is, the more convincing that the SHD can charac-

terize the degree of distortion. We conduct many experiments and

find that the performance gains from increasing the choice n are

limited. We set n at 5 since this configuration already meets the

requirement.

4.2.3 Phase sequence initialization. We suppose that the binary

phase shift sequence of a ZigBee symbol is

ΔΦ= {ΔΦ1,ΔΦ2, ...,ΔΦn−1,ΔΦn },n=1, 2, ..., 32 (2)

The phase sequence is

Φ = {Φ1,Φ2, ...,Φn−1,Φn },n = 1, 2, ..., 32 (3)

If the initial phase is φ and the phase shift between two consecu-

tive phases is Δφ, the phase sequence in Eq. (3) can be generated

by
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Figure 12: Forward CP and ΔΦ1 = ΔΦ7

Φj=

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
φ j=1
Φj−1+Δφ j=2, ..., 32 (ΔΦj−1=1)
Φj−1−Δφ j=2, ..., 32 (ΔΦj−1=0)

(4)

The waveform corresponds to this phase sequence is

x(n)=I (n)+Q(n)=cos(Φn )+i ∗ sin(Φn ),n=1, 2, ...,32 (5)

According to Eq. (4), there are two factors that affect the phase

sequence. One is the initial phase and the other one is the phase shift

between two phases. The initial phase φ can be any value in [0, 2π )
and the phase shift Δφ can be any value in [0,π ). Many sets of

(φ,Δφ) will generate different phase sequences. In order to simplify

this problem and reduce the computation cost, we discretize the

value of φ and Δφ. Therefore, the optimization function is

min SHD (6)

s .t

{
φ =m ∗ 1

12π m = 0, 1, 2, ..., 23

Δφ = n ∗ 1
12π n = 0, 1, 2, ..., 11

(7)

We adopt a greedy algorithm to get the appropriate set of (φ,Δφ)
and generate the initial phase sequence Φ.

4.3 Phase Sequence Optimization

4.3.1 CP errors alleviation. CP has a harmful impact on the WiFi

emulation and we mainly focus on alleviating the CP errors in this

section.

A ZigBee symbol is 16 μs and it has to be segmented as 4 segments

before emulation. Each segment corresponding to a 8-bit phase

sequence can be emulated by a WiFi symbol. CP is copied from the

right of the WiFi symbol and pasted into (overwrite) the left of the

symbol. A selective boundary flipping method proposed in WEBee

[21] can be used to alleviate the harmful impact of CP. As shown

in Fig. 11, the left of segment2 and segment4 is copied to the right

before the WiFi emulation. In this way, this method can disperse

the impact of CP to the left/right-most and middle boundaries. The

CP in segment1/3 is named as forward CP and the CP in segment2/4

is named as backward CP. Forward CP affects the first binary phase
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Figure 13: Forward CP and ΔΦ1 � ΔΦ7

shift value ΔΦ1 and backward CP affects the last binary phase shift

value ΔΦ7 in a ZigBee segment.

We adjust the phase at the specific position of a ZigBee segment

to further alleviate the harmful impact of CP. The specific optimiza-

tion method is related to the type of the CP and the requirement

of the binary phase shift values ΔΦ1 and ΔΦ7. Next, we take the
forward CP as an example to analyze the impact of CP and propose

the corresponding optimization method.

ΔΦ1 = ΔΦ7 & Forward CP. We suppose the binary phase shift

sequence is ΔΦ = {ΔΦ1,ΔΦ2, ...,ΔΦ7} = {1010011}, the original

phase sequence Φ = {Φ1,Φ2, ...,Φ8} is shown by the gray/black

line in the left of Fig. 12(a). If there is a forward CP, the phase

sequence after adding CP is shown by the red/black line in the left

of Fig. 12(a). We analyze the demodulation result of the samples

affected by the CP as shown in the right of Fig. 12(a). We suppose a

demodulation period is divided into two time slots, τ1 and τ2. When

the first sample is within in τ1, the second sample is within in τ3 and
the demodulated result is 1. Whereas, if the first sample is within

in τ2, the second sample is within in τ4 and the demodulated result

is wrong. The duration of τ1 and τ2 is 0.3 μs and 0.2 μs respectively,
so the original error probability (EP) is 0.4.

In order to correct the demodulation error, the phase within τ4
needs to be larger than the phase within τ2. It is worth noting that

phase within τ4 is original Φ2 and the phase within τ2 is original
Φ8. So we increase original Φ2 by ΔΦ to make the new Φ2 larger

than original Φ8. The adjustment result is shown by the gray/black

line in the left of Fig. 12(b) and the phase sequence after adding CP

is shown by the red/black line in the left of Fig. 12(b). In this way,

as shown in the right of Fig. 12(b), the demodulation result of the

samples affected by the CP is right no matter where the the first

sample is.

ΔΦ1 � ΔΦ7 & Forward CP. Whereas, not all the CP errors of

phase sequence can be corrected. If ΔΦ1 is different with ΔΦ7, the

phase sequence after adding CP is shown by the red/black line in the

left of Fig. 13(a). We can find that nomatter the first sample is within

τ1 or τ2, the demodulation result is wrong. Due to the different

binary phase shift requirement of ΔΦ1 and ΔΦ7, the phase within

τ1 is always larger than the phase within τ3. So the demodulation

CP Type ΔΦ1 ΔΦ7 EP Φ2 Φ7

Forward

1 1 0
Φ8 + ΔΦ1 0 0.6

0 0 0
Φ8 − ΔΦ

0 1 0.6

Backward

0 0 0
Φ1 + ΔΦ1 0 0.6

1 1 0
Φ1 − ΔΦ

1 0 0.6

Table 1: The optimization of CP errors

Start

WiFi emulation
Original 

Emulated
Average phase values

Binary phase 
shift requirement?

Adjust a fixed value

Desired 
End

Y

N

Figure 14: The workflow of SAFE

error when the first sample is within τ1 is inevitable. Whereas,

we can decrease original Φ2 by ΔΦ to make new Φ2 smaller than

original Φ8. The adjustment result is shown as Fig. 13(b). If the

first sample is within in τ2, the second sample is within in τ4 and
the demodulated result is 0. If the first sample is within in τ1, the
second sample is within in τ3, the demodulated result is wrong and

this error is inevitable. The duration of τ1 and τ2 is 0.3 μs and 0.2

μs respectively, so EP can be decreased to 0.6.

The condition of backward CP is similar and we omit the specific

analysis due to the limited space.

In summary, there are totally 16 CP optimization conditions,

including forward CP or backward CP, same or different ΔΦ1 and

ΔΦ7. The optimization of all cases is shown in Table. 1. When ΔΦ1

is equal to ΔΦ7, the EP caused by CP can be eliminated. When ΔΦ1

is different to ΔΦ7, the EP caused by CP can also be reduced to 0.6.

In this way, the harmful impact of CP can be effectively alleviated.

4.3.2 SAFE Algorithm. In order to further optimize the phase se-

quence, we propose an algorithm named Secondary Adjustment

based on FEedback (SAFE).

After the process of phase sequence generation in subsection

4.2, we select an initial phase sequence by greedy algorithm. We

adjust the phase values at the specific positions and get a new phase

sequence to alleviate the harmful impact of CP. The phase sequence

corresponds to a ladder shaped waveform and WiFi constructs

the payload to emulate this waveform closely. Due to the limited
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Figure 15: An example of SAFE

available QAM points and QAM quantization errors, the emulated

phase sequence has distortions compared with the desired phase

sequence. We adopt SAFE algorithm shown in Fig. 14 to further

adjust the phase sequence according to the feedback result after

WiFi emulation. The process of SAFE algorithm is as follows.

(1) The phase sequence generated by the previous steps is fed

into the WiFi emulation modules shown in Fig. 1 and we can obtain

the emulated phase sequence.

(2) We calculate the average phase value of the emulated phase

sequence within a demodulation period as a new phase value to

construct an adjusted phase sequence.

(3) We verify whether the adjusted phase sequence meets the

binary phase shift requirement of the ZigBee symbol. If the phase

shift sequence of the adjusted phase sequence is right, the adjusted

phase sequence is the desired phase sequence. If the phase shift

sequence of the adjusted phase sequence contradicts the require-

ment of the ZigBee symbol, we directly further adjust a fixed phase

shift based on the previous adjusted phase sequence until zigbee’s

decoding requirement is met.

We take Fig. 15(a) as an example. The original phase sequence

generated by previous steps and the emulated phase sequence after

WiFi emulation are shown in the blue and gray lines respectively.

We calculate the average phase value within each demodulation pe-

riod of the emulated phase sequence as a new phase value. As shown

in Fig. 15(b), the new calculated phase values are Φ1,Φ2,Φ3,Φ4.

Whereas, the new phase value obtained by this method may contra-

dict the requirement of the binary phase shift. The average phase

value Φ3 of the emulated phase sequence within (T3,T4) is lower
than the average phase value Φ2 of the emulated phase sequence

within (T2,T3). Whereas, the required binary phase shift is “1”. The

phase sequence is contradict with the phase shift requirement of

ZigBee decoding.

In this condition, we directly adjust an fixed phase shift based

on the previous phase value. As shown in Fig. 15(c), we adjust the

2440M 2445M2435M

ZigBee channel 17ZigBee channel 17 ZigBee channel 19ZigBee channel 19WIDE channelWIDE channel ZigBee channel 17 ZigBee channel 19WIDE channel
Pilot subcarrier Data subcarrierData subcarrierDC subcarrierDC subcarrierPilot subcarrier Data subcarrierDC subcarrierPilot subcarrier Data subcarrierDC subcarrier

-19 -13 13 19

... ...

Figure 16: Channel Mapping for parallel communication

phase value within (T3,T4) as Φ
′
3, where Φ

′
3 = Φ2 + Δφ and Δφ is

selected by the previous greedy algorithm. In this way, we obtain

the desired phase sequence for WiFi emulation.

After the phase sequence generation and the phase sequence

optimization, we select an appropriate phase sequence with rela-

tively small emulation errors. WIDE constructs the payload of WiFi

sender to emulate the phase sequence and realizes the physical-level

CTC from WiFi to ZigBee.

4.4 Parallel Communication

As we all know, a WiFi channel overlaps with several ZigBee chan-

nels. WIDE can support parallel CTC from WiFi to ZigBee with the

channel mapping scheme. The central frequency of a WiFi channel

is set as 2440MHz, the two regions of WiFi subcarriers [-13 to -19]

and [13 to 19] can be utilized to achieve two parallel CTC with

standard ZigBee channel 17 and channel 19 as shown in Fig. 16. We

note many commodity WiFi radios (e.g., Atheros AR9485, AR5112,

and AR2425) can set their central frequency.

5 EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the

performance of WIDE. We compare WIDE with WEBee, the repre-

sentative physical-level CTC from WiFi to ZigBee. WIDE can be

implemented directly with commodity devices. The USRP N210

devices are used only for evaluation purpose to measure low-level

PHY information, such as Hamming distance and symbol error rate

(SER).

5.1 Experiment Setup

The WIDE transmitter is a USRP N210 device with 802.11 b/g PHY.

The WIDE receivers is a USRP N210 device with 802.15.4 PHY.

During experiments,each emulated ZigBee packet consists of four

bytes of preamble (0x00000000), a byte of start of frame delimiter

(SFD) (0xA7), two bytes of packet length, variable bytes payload.

For fair comparison, the composition of WEBee packet is the same

as that of WIDE. We set the ZigBee channel at 19 and set the central

frequency of theWiFi channel at 2440MHz, which can be realized by

many commodity WiFi devices (e.g. Atheros AR9485, AR5112, and

AR2425). Our evaluation include symbol error rate (SER), packet

reception ratio (PRR), and goodput. To ensure statistical validity,

we obtain the average result of 10 experiments, each of which

sends 1,000 WIDE packets under a wide range of settings including

indoor/hallway, short/long distance, and mobile scenarios.
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Figure 19: Emulated phase sequence

5.2 Emulated Phase Sequence

First, we observe the desired phase sequence and emulated phase

sequence to verify the feasibility of digital emulation. As shown in

Fig. 19, we can find that the emulated phase sequence resembles the

desired phase sequencewith limited distortions. The decoded binary

phase shift of the emulated phase sequence only has four wrong bits

(except the first and the last bits). The limited number of error bits

can be tolerated by the mechanism of ZigBee DSSS decoding. This

emulated phase sequence can be decoded successfully. Therefore,

the digital emulation method is feasible for the physical-level CTC.

5.3 Overall Performance Comparison

We conduct experiments to compare the overall performance of

WIDE andWEBee in practice. The distance between theWiFi sender

and the ZigBee receiver is 4m. The ZigBee payload is 16 bytes and

includes all 16 different symbols. The experiments are conducted

in our lab as shown in Fig. 18(a), with a consistent ambient envi-

ronment and a similar network interference condition.

The comparison results are shown in Fig. 20. First, the SER of

WEBee is 7.1% and the SER of WIDE is 1.5%. The reason is that the

WiFi emulation result of the ladder shaped waveform is better than

the half sine waveform, which reduces the symbol decoding errors.

We further evaluate the decoding accuracy for all different ZigBee

symbols and the evaluation results are shown in Fig. 21. The average

decoding accuracy of different symbols varies from 94.59% to 99.81%.

Goodput
WEBee

WIDE 247.2Kbps

77.4Kbps

PRR
WEBee

WIDE 86.2%

41.7%
PRR

WEBWEBWEBWEBWEBWEBWEBWE eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeWEBee

WIDE

41.7%

86.2%

41.7%

SER
WEBee

WIDE

7.1%

1.5%
SER

WEBWEBWEBWEBWEBWEBWEBWEBeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeWEBee

WIDE

7.1%7.1%

1.5%

Figure 20: Overall performance comparison

Because the phase sequence of each ZigBee symbol is different, the

emulation result ofWiFi is also different. Furthermore, Fig. 22 shows

the Hamming Distance between the decoded binary phase shift

sequence and the predefined binary phase shift sequence when we

adopt WEBee and WIDE. For all ZigBee symbols, the Hamming

Distance of WIDE is much lower than WEBee. The commercial

ZigBee device sets a threshold to tolerate a certain number of chip

errors, which by default is 12. This threshold is relaxed to 20 in

WEBee, while WIDE has no need to modify this threshold.

At the same time, the PRR of WIDE can be up to 86.1%, while

the PRR of WEBee is 41.7%. This is also because that the better

emulation result improves the possibility of preamble detection and

header synchronization for the ZigBee signals. In addition, the PRR

of both WEBee and WIDE is also related to the number of packet

transmissions, a parameter to trade off between throughput and

reliability. Fig. 24 illustrates the PRR under different transmission

numbers. The PRR of WIDE exceeds 80% when the CTC packets

are sent at a rate of 250Kbps (only 1 transmission), while WEBee

achieves the 80% PRR when the CTC packets are sent at a rate of

83.3Kbps (3 transmissions).

WIDE and WEBee are both the physical-level CTC methods,

so the theoretical throughput of WIDE and WEBee can both be

the ceiling speed of standard ZigBee communication. Due to the

different SER and PRR of ZigBee decoding, the goodputs of WEBee

and WIDE are 77.4Kbps and 247.2Kbps, respectively. It is worth

noting that the performance of WEBee realized by our evaluation is

worse than [21], this is because we don’t adopt repeated preamble
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Figure 21: Decoding accuracy for different symbols
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Figure 22: Hamming Dis-
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tance of WEBee symboln

protection and link coding. Whereas, it doesn’t affect the compar-

ison of WIDE and WEBee when we conduct all the experiments

under the same settings.

5.4 WIDE Performance under Different
Settings

In this subsection, we vary the ZigBee payload length, the distance

between the sender and the receiver, and operating environments

to study their impacts on WIDE in terms of SER and PRR. We also

evaluate WIDE in mobile scenarios.

5.4.1 Impact of ZigBee payload length. We study the impact of

payload length onWIDE andWEBee.We change the payload length

of ZigBee from 8 bytes to 24 bytes. The distance between the WiFi

sender and the ZigBee receiver is 4m. Fig. 25 and Fig. 26 show the

evaluation results of SER and PRR respectively. We can find that

the SER increases with the increase of payload length since that the

longer payload brings more accumulated errors. When the payload

length is 8 bytes, the SER of WIDE and WEBee is 1.21% and 5.41%

respectively. When the payload length increases to 24 bytes, the

SER of WIDE and WEBee increases to 2.17% and 9.14% respectively.

Whereas, the SER of WIDE is still much lower than that of WEBee.

The PRR of ZigBee packets relies on the preamble detection,

header synchronization, and the CRC result. So a single symbol

error may lead to a packet loss. When a packet has variable length

payload, the longer payload it has, the easier to lose packets. Fig.
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Figure 24: PRR with the times of transmission
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26 shows the PRR with the variation of payload length. We can

find that the PRR of WEBee decreases sharply with the increase

of payload length. When the payload length is 24 bytes, the PRR

of WEBee decreases to 34.1%. Whereas, the PRR of WIDE only

decreases to 82.1%.

The results reveal that the payload length has an influence on

the performance of WIDE and WEBee, but WIDE can still achieve

relatively reliable performance when increasing the payload length.

5.4.2 Impact of distance. We then study the impact of distance

between the WiFi sender and the ZigBee receiver. We conduct this

experiment in the lab and vary the distance from 1m to 10m, as

shown in Fig.17(a). The ZigBee payload length is 16 bytes.

Fig. 27 shows the SER with the variation of distance. We can

find that the SER increases with the increase of distance. When the

distance is 2m, the SER of WIDE and WEBee is 1.28% and 6.41%

respectively. When the distance increases to 10m, the SER of WIDE
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and WEBee increases to 5.58% and 15.24% respectively. Because

the longer the distance, the lower the SNR. This results in the

worse attenuation of the signal amplitude and the phase distortion.

Whereas, the SER of WIDE is still more stable and lower than that

of WEBee, which is due to the good emulation for the ladder shaped

waveform.

The PRR with the variation of distance is shown in Fig. 28. We

can find that the PRR of WEBee decreases sharply with the increase

of distance. When the distance is 10m, the PRR of WEBee decreases

to 28.4%. The PRR of WIDE decreases to 65.7%. With the increase of

distance, the success rate of ZigBee preamble detection and header

synchronization will decrease. In addition, the increase of the SER

also makes CRC easier to fail.

The results reveal that the distance has an influence on the

performance of WIDE and WEBee, but WIDE can still achieve

relatively reliable performance when increasing the distance. In

addition, we want to clarify that WIDE is not restricted in use

at short range. Indeed, WIDE doesn’t affect the communication

distance of the WiFi device and the ZigBee device. The limited

communication range in the experiments is just because of the

limited space of the real lab, where we carried out the experiments.

5.4.3 Impact of environment. We evaluate WIDE in different en-

vironments. We conduct the experiments to compare the SER and

PRR of WIDE in the lab and the hallway as shown in Fig. 18(a)

and Fig. 18(b). Fig. 29 and Fig. 30 present the SER of WIDE in two

environments. We can find that the SER of WIDE in the hallway is

lower than the SER of WIDE in the lab. This is because the envi-

ronment in the lab is more complicated than that in the hallway,

which leads to more serious multipath influences on the received

signals and results in higher decoding errors. We can also find that

the SER increases with the increase of payload length. For example,

when the payload length is 24 bytes, the SER of WIDE in the lab and

hallway is 2.17% and 1.44% respectively. Similarly, the SER increases

with the increase of distance. For example, when the distance is

10m, the SER of WIDE in the lab and hallway is 10.24% and 6.42%

respectively.

Fig. 31 and Fig. 32 present the PRR ofWIDE in two environments.

We can find that the PRR of WIDE in the hallway is higher than

the PRR of WIDE in the lab. This is because the environment of

hallway is cleaner and the SNR is higher, which improves the pos-

sibility of preamble detection and header synchronization for the
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load lengths
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mance under mobility
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ZigBee signals. We can also find that the PRR decreases with the

increase of payload length. For example, when the payload length

is 24 bytes, the PRR of WIDE in the lab and hallway is 82.1% and

85.2% respectively. Similarly, the PRR decreases with the increase of

distance. For example, when the distance is 20m, the PRR of WIDE

in the lab and hallway is 47.4% and 62.8% respectively.

5.4.4 Impact of mobility. We also evaluate the performance of

WIDE under mobility. In the experiments, the WIDE sender trans-

mits packets to emulate ZigBee signals. The ZigBee payload length

is 16 bytes. A volunteer carrying the ZigBee receiver walks, jogs,

and runs at a speed of 1 m/s, 2 m/s, and 4 m/s, respectively. Fig. 33

shows the SER and PRR of WIDE with varying speeds. The SER

increases and the PRR decreases with the increase of the speed.

When the moving speed is 4m/s, the SER and the PRR of WIDE is

6.28% and 68.9%, which is still acceptable.

5.5 Impact on WiFi Reception

WIDE leverages the WiFi payload to accomplish the digital em-

ulation, but WIDE doesn’t modify the preamble or header of the

WiFi standard. Therefore, the WIDE sender indeed transmits a WiFi

packet, which can be received by the WiFi receiver. In this section,

we conduct experiments to study the impact of WIDE on the WiFi

receptions. The WiFi sender transmits packets, with the payload

emulating a ZigBee packets with the payload length of 16 bytes.

The distance between the WiFi sender and the WiFi receiver is

4m. We measure the PRR of the WiFi and ZigBee. Experimental

results are shown in Fig. 34. We can find that in both WIDE and
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WEBee, the PRR of WiFi is similar. The results validate that WIDE

has negligible influence on WiFi receptions.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose WIDE, a physical-level CTC from WiFi to

ZigBee via digital emulation. Instead of emulating the standard Zig-

Bee half sine waveform, WIDE selects an appropriate non-standard

waveform to emulate ZigBee binary phase shift sequence, which is

the essence of ZigBee decoding. Compared with analog emulation,

digital emulation can adjust the phase sequence at the same time

of satisfying the requirement of the binary phase shift sequence,

which offers flexibility to achieve a more reliable CTC. We con-

duct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of WIDE.

The results show that WIDE significantly improves the Packet Re-

ception Ratio (PRR) from 41.7% to 86.2%, which is 2× of WEBee’s,

an existing representative physical-level CTC. To the best of our

knowledge, WIDE is the first work that leverages digital emula-

tion to achieve physical-level CTC. Without loss of generality, the

method of digital emulation is generic and applicable to a set of

CTCs, where the transmitter has a wider bandwidth for emulation

and the receiver decoding is based on the phase shift.
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